CAE LearningSpace Essentials

A streamlined recording and debriefing solution with integrated curriculum and assessment

The easier way to manage your educational objectives

CAE LearningSpace Essentials is the intuitive center management solution you’ve been waiting for. With customizable and automated reporting, checklists, and notification tools, CAE LearningSpace Essentials offers just what you need to achieve your educational objectives. Conveniently schedule, pre-brief, record, and debrief anywhere, from a computer, laptop or mobile device. The easy-to-use software with multi-room viewing provides you a simpler way to improve program outcomes.

Pre-loaded with 10 Simulated Clinical Experiences (SCEs)

Expect more with CAE LearningSpace Essentials. For more information, visit caehealthcare.com/learningspace

Your worldwide training partner of choice
From formative simulations to performance-based skills assessments, CAE LearningSpace Essentials facilitates better training and preparation for the clinical workplace.

Expanded capabilities include:

**Scenario Authoring**
All the tools you need to build and design your simulated clinical experience

**Pre-loaded Learning Modules**
Learning material for nursing curriculum to get you started

**Calendar and Scheduling**
Easy to use calendar to schedule rooms and participants in your center

**Student Assessment**
No more paper checklists. Build and design your own to assess participants

**Reporting**
Pre-loaded reports to assess individual or group performance

Expect more with CAE LearningSpace Essentials. For more information, visit [caehealthcare.com/learningspace](http://caehealthcare.com/learningspace)